
Every Tech CEO And Investor In Silicon
Valley Is A Predatory, Parasitic, Sex
Trafficking, Misogynist, Money
Laundering, Politician Bribing,
Exclusionary, Black-Listing Criminal

- Kleiner Perkins Insider Spills The Dirt On Outright Criminal
Culture In Palo Alto



Why Silicon Valley has a bro culture
problem — and how to ...

S https://www.vox.com/2018/2/5/16972096/emily-chang-
brotopia-book-bloomberg-technology-culture-silicon-valley-kara-
swisher-decode-podcast
When Emily Chang interviewed venture capitalist Michael Moritz
in 2015, she wasn't trying to "trap" him. But when the Sequoia
Capital then-chairman suggested that hiring more women might
...
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The Universal Bro Code: The Bro Code
Rules

S https://valenciabrocode.blogspot.com/p/bro-code-rules.html
The Bro Code Rules The Bro Code 1) You must always have your
bro's back. No exceptions. 2) When your bro's girlfriend inquires
about his whereabouts you know nothing, always. 3) You are
only obligated to wingman for one bro per social event, after
that the bro is on his own.
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Emily Chang on the 'Brotopia' of Silicon
Valley, and how ...

S https://www.geekwire.com/2018/emily-chang-brotopia-silicon-
valley-companies-can-tackle-toxic-culture/
Emily Chang: Brotopia, in my mind, perfectly encapsulates this
idea of Silicon Valley as a modern utopia where anyone can
change the world, make their own rules — if they're a man. But if
you ...
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"Oh My God, This Is So F---ed Up": Inside
Silicon Valley's ...

S https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/01/brotopia-silicon-
valley-secretive-orgiastic-inner-sanctum
Adapted from Brotopia: Breaking Up the Boys' Club of Silicon
Valley, by Emily Chang, to be published on February 6, 2018, by
Portfolio, an imprint of Penguin Publishing Group, a division of ...
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Today's Tech Oligarchs Are Worse Than the
Robber Barons

S https://www.thedailybeast.com/todays-tech-oligarchs-are-
worse-than-the-robber-barons
Today's Tech Oligarchs Are Worse Than the Robber Barons. Our
Silicon Valley Robber Barons. ... "If you think Silicon Valley is
going to fuel growing prosperity, you are likely to be ...
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Silicon Valley Billionaires Are the New
Robber Barons

S
https://townhall.com/columnists/victordavishanson/2017/08/17/
silicon-valley-billionaires-are-the-new-robber-barons-n2369394
Aug 17, 2017Silicon Valley Billionaires Are the New Robber
Barons ... Silicon Valley Billionaires Are the New Robber
Barons. Victor Davis Hanson ... Yet most of the computers and
smartphones sold by Silicon ...
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Hanson: Silicon Valley billionaires are
modern robber barons

S https://www.mercurynews.com/2017/08/17/hanson-silicon-
valley-billionaires-are-the-new-robber-barons/
Aug 17, 2017Hanson: Silicon Valley billionaires are the new
robber barons ... Yet most of the computers and smartphones
sold by Silicon Valley companies are still being built abroad — to
mostly silence from ...
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Brotopia: Breaking Up the Boys' Club of
Silicon Valley by ...

S https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/36288143-brotopia
Brotopia by Emily Chang is a decent, but very surface level,
examination of Silicon Valleys misogynist culture. Considering
the significance of the topic, Brotopia feels like a missed
opportunity to expose and critique the tech industry in a
productive way; instead, I felt that only summaries were given
on most topics.
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Silicon Valley's Giants Are Just Gilded Age
Tycoons in ...

S https://www.thedailybeast.com/silicon-valleys-giants-are-just-
gilded-age-tycoons-in-techno-utopian-clothes
Silicon Valley's Giants Are Just Gilded Age Tycoons in Techno-
Utopian Clothes . ... but the truth is they are a lot like the old
robber barons. ... Silicon Valley executives were not just about
...
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The anonymous Silicon Valley satire that
has stumped tech ...

S https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/morning-
mix/wp/2015/12/02/the-anonymous-silicon-valley-satire-that-
has-stumped-tech-world-insiders/
Dec 2, 2015The plot follows Crooks, an ex-tech industry
employee who finds spiritual deliverance in meditating on
Silicon Valley's philosophies far, far away from the digital mecca
itself. AD One passage ...
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Silicon Valley Wants To Read Your Mind -
Crooks and Liars

S https://crooksandliars.com/2019/09/silicon-valley-wants-read-
your
But Silicon Valley should not be able to dictate the way these
technologies are developed and deployed. If they do, it may
radically reshape the way we identify as human. Garfield
Benjamin, Postdoctoral Researcher, School of Media Arts and
Technology, Solent University. This article is republished from
The Conversation under a Creative Commons ...
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Silicon Valley's cocaine problem shaped
our racist tech ...

S
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/jan/30/silico
n-valleys-cocaine-problem-shaped-our-racist-tech
Jan 30, 2020Silicon Valley in the 1980s was the hub of an
international drug trafficking network that fueled technological
innovation and criminalized black people Charlton D McIlwain
Thu 30 Jan 2020 06.00 ...
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Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief.
Investors Say ...

S https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/27/technology/sexual-
misconduct-silicon-valley.html
Jul 27, 2018Sex Scandal Toppled a Silicon Valley Chief. Investors
Say, So What? Mike Cagney was ousted as chief executive of
Social Finance last year after questions about sexual misconduct.
He has since ...
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Week in Tech: Sex Scandals and Silicon ...

S https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/01/technology/farhad-and-
mikes-week-in-tech-sex-scandals-and-silicon-valley.html
Dec 1, 2017Silicon Valley's Sex Scandals. Farhad: O.K., let's talk
about the tech industry.Let's start with this week's episode of
Problematic Men. A report by The Information found that Andy
Rubin ...
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The history of sexual harassment scandals
in Silicon ...

S https://www.businessinsider.com/sexual-harassment-scandals-
tech-industry-2017-7?op=1
Here is a rundown of the current sexual harassment scandals
rocking Silicon Valley, along with the long history of how the
tech industry got here. ... 07/16/how-silicon-valley-silences-
sexual ...
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Silicon Valley Star Lands New Job a Month
After Sex Scandal

S https://www.wired.com/2013/02/keith-rabois-khosla-ventures/
A little more than one month after a sexual harassment scandal
threatened to sink a Silicon Valley superangel, Keith Rabois has
landed a new gig that puts him not too far from his old one.. A ...
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Silicon Valley's Not-So-Hidden Secret: Sex
Parties

S https://www.newser.com/story/253597/silicon-valleys-not-so-
hidden-secret-sex-parties.html
Silicon Valley's Not-So-Hidden Secret: Sex Parties ... "These sex
parties happen so often among the premier V.C. and founder
crowd that this isn't a scandal or even really a secret, I've been ...
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Scandal cost Silicon Valley Community
Foundation $1.5 M

S https://www.mercurynews.com/2020/01/17/silicon-valley-
community-foundation-reveals-price-of-ousting-toxic-leadership/
Jan 17, 2020The leaders ousted for fostering a toxic workplace at
the Silicon Valley Community Foundation walked away with tens
of thousands of dollars in severance pay, tax filings show,
revealing the cost ...
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"Oh My God, This Is So F---ed Up": Inside
Silicon Valley's ...

S https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2018/01/brotopia-silicon-
valley-secretive-orgiastic-inner-sanctum
Some of the most powerful men in Silicon Valley are regulars at
exclusive, drug-fueled, sex-laced parties—gatherings they
describe not as scandalous, or even secret, but as a bold ...
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Sexual harassment in Silicon Valley: have
we reached a ...

S https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/jul/09/silicon-
valley-sexual-harassment-women-speak-up
Jul 9, 2017The last week has seen women in Silicon Valley share
stories of sexual harassment, assault and discrimination,
prompting a backlash and high-profile resignations.
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The big lesson Silicon Valley can learn from
the Theranos ...

S https://fortune.com/2018/03/15/elizabeth-holmes-theranos-
fraud-secrecy/
Theranos CEO Elizabeth Holmes and former president Ramesh
"Sunny" Balwani were charged with an "elaborate, years-long
fraud."
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